
OPERATOR’S MANUAL

ST-MT340  
MULTI-TOOL

IMPORTANT! IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOU READ THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS 
MANUAL BEFORE ASSEMBLING, OPERATING AND MAINTAINING THIS MACHINE.







WARNING LABELS ON THE MACHINE

Never modify your machine. 
The warranty is void if you make any modification 
to the machine or if you do not observe the 
proper usage guidance written in this manual.

PETROL / OIL MIXTURE

AIR FILTER COVER

AIR FILTER COVER

Adjusting Chain Oil Flow - Pole Pruner Attachment 
Turn the screw anticlockwise (as per arrow on attachment) 
towards MAX increase oil flow rate. 
Turn clockwise towards MIN to reduce oil flow rate. 
Position: Bottom of pole pruner TRANSMISSION

For safe operation and maintenance, symbols are de-bossed into the machine. Observe these markings and 
the associated instructions in this manual for safe operation. 
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SET UP

Mount the handle between the harness attachment 
point and the end of the main shaft at a position 
comfortable for the user.

Insert and tighten bolts supplied to secure the handle to 
the shaft in the desired position. Ensure the secondary 
grip of the handle is on the left of the shaft and in the 
direction as per the arrow on the grip. 

Push attachment shaft into main shaft. Locate the 
notch in attachment until the lever clicks closed. 

Check the shaft is located by trying to remove the 
attachment, it should not come out. 

Then tighten knob to fully secure attachment. 

Locking Lever

Tightening Knob



SET UP

While holding the unit by your right hand securely, 
pull the end of the red fabric tab upwards, away from 
the machine (to pull the metal retaining bar out of the 
buckle). The clip will separate from the harness leaving 
the unit unattached. 
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FUEL & CHAIN OIL
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Petrol is very flammable. 
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Unleaded petrol is recommended to reduce the 
contamination of the air for the sake of your health 
and the environment.
Poor quality petrol or oil may damage the sealing 
rings, fuel lines or fuel tank of the engine. 

 

WANT TO AVOID MANY FUEL RELATED 
PROBLEMS?

We recommend using Aspen 2. Aspen 2 is a ready-
mixed alkylate petrol. It contains no sulphur, benzene 
or aromatics, and is therefore much better from a 
health aspect to use than regular petrol. 

Aspen 2 is also chemically inert so you can 
comfortably leave the fuel in the machine and it 
will not gum-up. It will also store for years whereas 
normal petrol start to go off after 30 days.

Available in 1 & 5 Litre containers from Mower Magic



OPERATION

Set the on/off switch (1) to on (-) position. 

Ensure the choke lever (CL) is in the CHOKE 
position.

Prime the engine 5-10 times by pushing the down 
on the primer bulb firmly (PB).

Place the unit on a flat, firm surface. Keep the 
cutting head clear of anything around.

While holding the unit firmly, pull the out starter 
handle (SH) quickly. Repeat this until the engine 
fires. 

Allow the engine to cut out. 

Set the throttle trigger to the start position 
OR set the choke lever to RUN position.

Restart the engine.  

Allow the engine to warm up for a several minutes 
before starting operation.

(PB)
(SH)

(CL)
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OPERATION

1. Stop the engine. 
2. Pull the pin (1) out.
3. Whilst holding the pin (1), pinch together 

two levers (2,3) together to free the head 
movement.You can now release the pin (1).

4. Holding the levers (2,3), move the handle (4) to 
adjust the angle of the blades.

5. Release levers (2,3). Ensure the pin (1) clicks 
back into place to lock the head. 
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MAINTENANCE 
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(1) Intake Air Cooling Vent (Back)
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MAINTENANCE



DISPOSAL

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE



PARTS - ENGINE



PARTS - HEDGE TRIMMER ATTACHMENT



PARTS - POLE PRUNER ATTACHMENT



PARTS - BRUSHCUTTER ATTACHMENT



PARTS - MAIN UNIT







Sherpa Tools Ltd. 
ST-MT340 MULTI-TOOL

If you experience any problems with this product, 
please do not return to the store. Contact Sherpa 
Tools direct on our UK helpline.

UK Helpline: 01522 283 020
www.sherpatools.co.uk May 2016

CONTACT


